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BELLWETHER RESOURCES LTD. 

BLACK STURGEON GRAPHITE PROJECT

REPORT ON TRENCHING PROJECT 
MUIE PROJECT NUMBER B7-24b

INTRODUCTION

T h i ?.. report ra ve r s the 1. r e n c K i n p project carried DU! during the* 
winter o i ] 96 7 as part of the preliminary exploration a i t he Trout 
Lake graphite prospect. This project was authori2ed by Brian Can-field 
by telephone on November 26th 1987. The field work was done between 
the 27th of November and the 19th o-f December and the assays were re 
ceived between December 22nd and the 4th of January. This report de 
scribes the rationale for the location of the trenches* the sampling 
principles and techniques employed and the results as they apply to 
this preliminary evaluation Pf the prospects for the deposit.

PROGRAM

The earliest work on the property was simply an examination of the 
surface showings with some casual chip samp! ing and observations on 
the topography) regional geology and the distribution of the show 
ings. The general conclusion of this work was very simi lar to thrust 
of the report by Kuehnbaum (1987)j one of the owners of the claim 
group. The graphitic outcrops of metamorphosed arkose were part of a 
large structure that extended to the northeast as far as Treelined 
Lake and some unknown distance to the southwest where it disappears 
under glacial drift. The general trend of the stratigraphy in the 
pendant is approximately N 6D D E but the contact with the enclosing 
granitic gneiss is irregular and it is quite possible that in the 
contact 70nes the schistosity could have any attitude. The main band 
of metamorphosed arkose containing the graphite is at least a half 
mile widej containing irregular sill-like bands of medium grained 
acid pegmatite. Along the shore of the bay these pegmatites are nar 
row* less than 2 feet wide* but elsewhere along the shore of Trout 
Lake they have been noted up to ten and more feet in width. Graphite 
is widespread in the arkose and even occurs in small rosettes in the 
pegmatite) but is generally disseminated in low percentages. Samples 
showed some sections with assays up to fe or B percent C and others of 
lower grade running less than 0.5 percent C. Kuehnbaum speculated 
that the areas of recessive topography to the northeast of the main 
showings at Black Sturgeon Bay may represent rones of more-easily 
eroded arkose) possibly higher in graphite.

It was clear from the first examination of the showings that the 
first task would be to obtain both a better idea of the tenor of the 
structure and at least some indication of the potential width of the 
graphite mineralization. These data would provide a measure of the 
potential scope of the deposit to guide later exploration.

The topography and extent of vegetation along the point to the
north of Black Sturgeon Bay indicated that the surficial cover was
modest and that in most places the bedrock directly underlay the or-
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9 s n i f^ m e t t p . P r D t. p p c -t i n g alto thawed thai b p d r D c k though 
consisted of graphitic, mr1 e-~ar ko&f with narrow stringers 
9reined pegmatite* much like thp structure in thp pit at t 
the bay. Thus* it seemed propitious to commence a trench! 
to cross the structure? working from the exposed sections 
north* to extend as far as the graphitic mineralization or 
depth of overburden made excavation difficult. Parallel 
would be dug both northeast and southwest to systematically 
the structure to test out continuity and grade on strike.

this a r e e
of med i I'm
he base of
ng program
toward the
until the
trenches
transect

With good Lyel l i an logic the Trench No.l was commenced from the 
old pit at the corner of the bay. This trench extended 1B& feet was 
terminated when the depth of glaciolacustrine silty clay exceeded 1 2 
feet) the digging capability of the backhoe being used. The Trench 
No. 7. w as commenced at the base of the bedrock outcrop and worked 
north west) terminating against an outcrop of pegmatitic granite. To 
test the possibi l ity of an extension under the dry muskeg that trench 
was then dug southeasterly another thirty feet or so* until the depth 
of glaciolacustrine si Ity clays again precluded any further progress. 
The southeast end of the trench was poorly exposed and wet. The two 
trenches explore a gross section of some 360 feet of graphitic arkose 
over a structural length of nearly 3DD feet.

The trenches were excavated by backhoe to bedrock and then cleaned 
by hand to expose the geology? which was roughly mapped. The trenches 
were flagged along their length by geological sections and by dis 
tance from the southeast ends. A l i near trench was then dri l led and 
blasted down the centre of the excavation to expose the fresh miner 
al ized arkose* graphitic shears and small pegmatite sills. This was 
also cleaned out by hand to expose the fresh rock surface which was 
mapped and specimens collected for later examination.

To permit an estimate of the grade potential the rock trench was 
sampled by removal of a continuous set of pieces such that at least 
15D fi were removed from each ID foot section. The original plan was 
to sample the section geo l ogi ea l l y j taking samples according to the 
geological structures but this proved to be impractical at this stage 
of the project* except for the first 5 samples from Trench No. 1. 
Each sample was crushed at the site down to minus quarter inch and 6 
five pound samples were sp! it out? bagged and stored. Two of each set 
were taken to W a r n o c h Mersey laboratories In Winnipeg for assay, On 
receipt of the assay results the pairs of grades were examined for 
their mutual 'index of variation' according to the following ratio 
nal e . The range represented by the 
By. of the average assay* meaning 
10y. difference between the assays, 
exceeded that percentage* another 
say* again comparing for the range 
to be used to 
Unfortunate l y *

two samples should be no more than 
that there should be no more than 
In those cases in which the assays 
sample was to be submitted for as- 
The resulting mean assay was then

compute average grade across several optional widths, 
the four samples from each set from which the extra

assays were to be obtained were left at the site. When they were ex 
amined in January the bags were frozen and fragi le* impossible to 
move without damage and mixture. Consequently* the check assaying 
will have to await the spring.



RESlWSfS OF THE TRENCHING PROJECT

The results Di the trenching are diagrammed in the attached Figure 
2. T he geological section exposed in the trenches shows a fine 
grained sandstone metemorphosed to e light-coloured meta-arkose con 
taining variable amounts of graphite both disseminated throughout 
E-ame bands* in heavy concent ret ions along sheared sections parallel 
to the banding? and in some places as smears on the fractured or 
sheared surfaces. The graphite is accompanied throughout by varying 
amounts of s u l f i d e s ? primarily pyrrhotite? but also some pyrite and a 
little chalcopyrite. In some parts of the section the pyrrhotite 
makes up an appreciable portion of the mineralization) occurring in 
small v ei nlets as well as disseminated throughout.

Prior to assaying the samples Ularnoch Hersey were asked to deter 
mine the distribution of the carbon content. Virtually all the carbon 
in the test samples was found to be graphite with no soluble carbon 
F-resent. Thus? the assays were done by the total carbon method.

The grade of graphite varies widely from D.l y. C to 5 . 69Ji C across 
ID feet. In some cases the graphite mineralization increases along 
the sides of the pegmatites and in others it is simply disseminated 
lightly. The only consistent influence in grade seems to be the 
shearing? in which the graphite crystals lie in tightly packed 
laminae parallel to the plane of shearing.

The banding and gneissosity appears to lie vertically and vary 
from N 35 D E to N 45 D E in strike? with a tendency toward the lat 
ter. The bands are flexed slightly in a 7One towards the southeast 
end of the trenches? but with l ittle apparent effect on the mineral 
ization.

EVALUATION OF THE ASSAY RESULTS

The following discussion is based on the assay results before the 
receipt of the check assays.

The overall average grade of Trench l is 2.D7M C over the full ex 
posed structural width of 180 feet. Within that width there are the 
 following averages aver narrower width:

0-40' 0.85 y. C 
40 - 160' 2.75 y. C
160' - leo 0.46 y. c

and within that distance?

40' - 100 ; 3.72 r. C

The overall average grade of Trench 2 is D.6l98 y* C over the ex 
posed 246 feet of the structure. Again? the averages over narrower 
widths are:

D - 40' l .779 y, C 
40 ' - 60' 0.488 y. C
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60' - 140' 
J4H' - 160' 
l LI.}' - 23P ' 
230' - 246'

and within that distance

10' - 40' 
110' - 140' 
39D' - 230'

i. 33 y. r
D .61 r. C '
i .495 y. c
0.32 y. C

2.085 y. C
1.84 y* c 
j. 75 y. c

There are only vague hints of any continuity of the graphite in 
the bands* so little that it is not possible to make any judgement as 
to grade of any specific bands in the sections. The weighted average 
of both trenches is 0.875 y. C across a structural width of 360 feet.

As a general cautionary comment the sampl ing was not done as we l l 
as had been intended. This was mainly due to the vicissitudes of 
early winter sampling. The drilling in Trench No 2 did not expose a 
full cut throughout the length precluding a continuous sample in a 
number of the ten foot sections.

STATUS OF PROSPECT

The trenching has demonstrated that the graphitic mineralization 
extends over a structural width of at least 360 feet and neither wa l l 
has been exposed. Uhi le the work to date does not demonstrate the 
continuity of any single heavily mineralized band the structural 
trends appear to have some consistency over the distance explored. It 
is worth noting that the driller and sampler were surprised at the 
difference in grade between the trenches* thinking that they looked 
similar or that the second was siightiy better than the first..

H is worth noting that there may be a decremental bias in the as 
says due to the nature of some of the graphite occurrence. A portion 
of the graphite occurs as flake crystals in rosettes and in packed 
masses along the narrow shear rones. It also occurs as disseminations 
through the brittle arkose? particularly in the lower grade sections. 
It is also found in fracture planes and narrow shears in the more 
massive arkose containing the disseminated form, Given the difficul 
ties with sampl ing in winter and in the nature of the sample col lec 
tion it would be less likely that the flake graphite lying in the 
fractures and small shears would be completely collected. Thus* the 
sections of disseminated graphite containing the graphitic fractures 
would tend to assay to a lower grade. While this is also true for the 
higher grade sections the effect would be less important and have a 
lesser effect on the grade. This may be the reason that there appears 
to be less correlation between the assays in the lower grade mate 
rial? and thus the need for more check assays among those from the 
second trench. It is not possible at this stage to speculate on the 
effects on the indicated grade of the discontinuous rock cut in 
Trench No 2.

The work has 
the structure

substant i a
woul d be

l y confirmed the original expectation that 
such that a wide range of potential



p redr l t nnnapf' combinations* w DU l ci b P poe&iblp*  fra m feme l l -h i ph grade 
to vpry lergp-ltuii g r ad p. At t h p mompnt \ \ s eptum quite possible thai 
t h e r p it e close connection b e t w e p n the p r a p h i t p and the pyrrhotitP 
mineralization) but as yet it cannot bp demanstrated. Such a rela 
tionship would be e x t r p m ply useful in -future exploration of thp prop 
erty.

RECOMMENDATIONS

For the sake of a prpl iminary suggestion the f D l lowing program 
would serve to continue the exploration to a point at which a feasi 
bility study should be made to define more specifically the overall 
objectives of the following exploration work.

1. Geological Mapping - The prospect should be thoroughly mapped us 
ing the geophysical grid* and continuing out from the grid to cover 
most of the land area of the claims. In addition* the lakes should be 
canoe-surveyed and any favourable sections prospected. Additional 
claims might be necessary as this work progresses. Some more line 
cutting will be required but should coordinated with the needs of the 
geophysical survey program. As a prei iminary suggestion it might be 
useful to consider a spacing of at least two hundred meters for the 
overall grid) and cutting intermediate lines over any anomalous rones 
or geologically interesting areas.

2. Geophysical Surveys - The anomalous areas defined by the pre- 
I iminary work should be more clearly out l ined and the surveys should 
be extended both to the northeast and southwest. It might be useful 
to test the efficacy of self potential methods. At some stage in the 
near future it would be worthwhile to consider an airborne survey 
based on the efficacy of our ground work* more l ikel y as part of the 
next phase of the program.

3. Trenching and samp! ing - A series of additional trenches should be 
dug and sampled as before; with the specific aim of defining the na 
ture of the mineralization preparatory for drilling} and as baseline 
information from which to interpret the geophysical results. It would 
be important to coordinate tight geophysical traverses of the struc 
ture with the trenching to provide a m odel for interpreting the re 
mainder of the geophysical work* particularly with respect to the 
question of association of the pyrrhotite and the graphite mineral 
ization) very important in assessing the efficacy of the magnetic 
method as a second dimension to the Eh. Combining the trenching with 
geophysical work would require a special crew that included a few in 
dividuals with multiple capabilities. Trench No 2 s hould be redriiled 
and resampled at the beginning of the program.

4. Diamond drilling - At least two thousand feet of diamond drilling 
in perhaps three holes should be put in to test the third dimension 
of the deposit under the trenched area. Dri l l ing should be delayed 
until sufficient structural and grade information becomes available 
to offer informed guidance and evaluation.

5. Metallurgical testing - There are two aspects to a metallurgical 
test of this material. First) is the question of the suitability of



t h f-- ^K e p h i 1 e f l EI k f h . R p d d f' n m a ci e fi preliminary ei 11 p m P t with E. a t i s f a c ~ 
t or y resultti. Second) is. the question of the process required tn pro- 
d u L r t h f kind fi p r p d u t t that would demand premium p r i c e s * with all D f 
the implications with respect to costs. It was noted in the 
Calgraphite report t hi a t they had spent two years and probably a few 
hundred thousand dollars to develop their proprietary process* that 

i fe reported to produce a very high quality product. Clearly it would 
be impractical to consider an expenditure of that size without at 
least drill-p r oven re&prves- and a preliminary -feasibility study. A 
similar study to Redden j s is recommended but with the sample coming 
from the structure in such a way that it represents a structure that 
has some possibility of mining size and tenor.

Property management - 
ng work.

stake any additional areas indicated by map-

To effect this program it would be propitious to install a camp at 
the lake with a suitable all weather road access. General supervision 
would be provided by MUE office in Kenora. The feasibility of field 
assaying of graphite should be checked) not as evaluation assays but 
as controls for exploration.
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BELLUETHER RESOURCES LTD. 

BLACK STURGEON GRAPHITE PROJECT

REPORT ON PRELIMINARY GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS 
MUIE PROJECT NUMBER 67-24c

INTRODUCTION

surveys of
Line cutting

was completed
survey was run
January and

the 
for 
by 

be- 
the

This report covers the preliminary geophysics 
arkose structure explored by the trenching program 
the surveys commenced on the tenth of January and 
the twentieth of January 1768. The electromagnetic 
t ween the twenty -first and the twenty fourth of 
magnetometer from the twenty fifth to the twenty ninth of January 
1988.

PROGRAM

According to the best information eva i l ab l e the most rel i ab i e 
method for detecting graphite in ore grade deposits is a moving coil 
electromagnetic technique. Kuehnbaum had suggested that the anomaly 
showing on the regional aeromag maps flown by Questor Surveys in 1983 
was a response to the pyrrhotite in the arkose with the magnetite. If 
so? and if the pyrrhotite and graphite did indeed occur together? it 
might be possible that a magnetometer survey with the EM would be a 
suitable tool for interpreting and assessing any EiM anomaly.

To serve as control for both the geophysical surveys and the later 
geological mapping* a grid was cut across the main trend of the 
meta-arkose structure. A 4 km basel i ne was cut at a bearing of 2350 
with crossl ines at IDD m intervals* extending 200 m on both sides of 
the baseline. A chaining error between lines 33+OE! and 34iDE resulted 
in a 75 m spacing for these l ines but all others are set at 100 m.

Electromagnetic Survey

Background
Ulith the information from the trenching it was apparent that the 

graphitic arkose outcrops and the surficial deposits are relatively 
shallow* and all of the information available indicated that graphite 
is a strong conductor. When present in quantity it should produce 
good verifiable electromagnetic anomalies. For the purposes of this 
preliminary exploratory survey it was decided that, a horizontal loop 
method would be the most effective in terms of cost* availability and 
convenience for winter surveying. The Parametrics MaxMin II was se 
lected to read on frequencies of 444* 1777 * and 3555 hZ. Because the 
graphite was known to extend to* or very close to* the top of 
bedrock* a coi l separation of only 50 m was used. Since the depth 
penetration for near vertical conductors on fairly flat terrain is 
between 50 and 6 D Ji of the coil separation distance* this should de 
tect conductors at depths of approximately 25 to 30 m.

The grid was surveyed except for that area over the lake. Trial 
surveys showed that the depth of water masked the underlying bedrock



p ne i ^i l fit t . pnpd 1.(-i f P l PC t r timagnpt i c profile at thp se lee t PC! coil 
separation distance. T h u j, j a survey over s lake at this depth and 
r ha r ac t. FT w DU l ci r p quire- a wider spparation. Several obvious topo 
graphic influences were noted in the results and were corrected in 
the resulting calculated profiles.

Interpretet i on
Threp very strong linear anomalies were identified in the data 

from the electromagnetic survey! these are labelled A* B and C in the 
 following discussion and on the accompanying maps.

Conductor A is s long linear conductive rone trending parallel to 
the baseline and extending between crosslines 11+OD E to 21+00 E. Al 
though it doe s not appear on line 10 + 00 E j the extension lies under 
the lake and may we l l have been masked by the lake and topography. To 
the northeast the anomaly passes off the grid at line 21 + 00 E and 
would require a northerly extension of the l ines to out l i ne any ex 
tension beyond that line. By matching the profile to Puranen's 
curves it would seem that it was a long* shallow conductor dipping 
very steeply to the north* varying from 75 to 105 m in width. In 
depth it varies from 'close to the surface' between lines 17+00 E and 
1B+DD E to approximately 2D m between lines 11+OD E and 12+00 E. It 
is worthy of note that l ines 17 and 18 approximately coincide with 
the two excavated trenches.

Conductor B is a fairly strong anomaly paralleling Conductor A to 
the northeast) but lying en echelon and st rat i graphi ea l ly to the 
south east. It shows between lines 2&+OQ E and 28+00 E but it is 
possible that it continues to the northeast off of the present grid. 
Using Puranen's curves it is thought to be a s hallow (less than 10 
m)j nearly vertical conductor about 75 m wide at line 27+00 E. Any 
possible extension to the southwest is masked by deepening 
overburden.

Conductor C was detected between l i ne D+DO. E and 3+DD E and trends 
along the baseline. It too appears to be about vertical and less than 
2D m d eep. It is open to the southwest where it is outside the 
present grid.

Several miscellaneous conductors were noted but most can be at 
tributed to topographic features. A small anomaly was found on line 
IDD E between 0+25 and 1+DD N , d ipping steeply to the south and at a 
depth of about 20 m.

The date over the conductors were corrected for topographical re- 
lief by the following method. Because topographical features have no 
effect on frequency the in-phase readings can be normal ized to the 
lowest frequency to minimize the effects of the topography. For ex 
ample* if three frequencies are recorded in the field) a 'composite' 
profile may be created by subtracting the low frequency readings from 
the two higher frequency readings. The composite profiles provide a 
good indication of conductor location in the presence of severe to 
pography but are not strictly val id for interpretation of width) 
depth or dip of the conductor. The profiles plotted on the accompany 
ing map are not 'composite'* this they are uncorrected and can be
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Megnetpmeter Survey

Background
The magnetic survey wat conducted at 12.5 m r eari i ng- i nter va l s- 

along the IDD m cross, l i ne? nf the grid? and using two GEM Systems. GSM 
IB Proton magnetometers-* one in mobile and the other in base-station 
mode. The reading time-interval was set at 5 seconds and readings 
were taken simultaneously.

l nterpretat i on
The magnetic background was extremely -flat varying little over the 

surveyed area. The anomalous zones are long* slender trends that i ie 
parallel and partially corresponding to the electromagnetic 
anoma! i es . The readings of greater than 2000 nt are probably due to 
the pyrrhotite content of the graphitic meta-arkose occurring as dis 
seminations and in small stringers. The anomalous zones are thin? 
sheet-likej and give a high threshold value over the arkosic 
sediments* although their shallow depth and thin widths show little 
regional effect. TD smooth these data for contouring* one pass of a 
Henning fi Iter (Grescham 19B6) was app l ied to the data.

several large anomalous zones that trend along geological strike 
probably attributable to the pyrrhotite stringers prevalent in 
rea. These anomalous zones are al l near the surface* but prob 

The 
are
the area. These anomalous zones are al l near the surface* but prob 
ably not less than ID meters deep.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The data from this preliminary work shows that the graphitic min 
eralization is particularly responsive to the EM method* at least at 
the depths tested. The combined magnetometer and EM results show that 
there may we l l be a correlation between the graphite and the 
pyrrhotite occurrence that should be further investigated for its i m - 
pl ications for further exploration work. The fol lowing program is 
recommended to test this association and the utility of both methods 
in the exploration for graphite in this environment. Sma l l pyrrhotite 
stringers can be detected by the magnetometer. A microgrid could be 
cut over the present anomalous areas on both sides of the trenches 
and run with both the magnetometer and an EM systems. The resulting 
anoma l i es could be trenched and sampled immediately providing a di 
rect observation of the mineralization present and whether there is a 
direct correlation between the graphite and the pyrrhotite.

It is recommended that the grid be extended to the north from l i ne 
12+00 E to 34+00 E for at least another 400 m. Both the EM and the 
magnetometer should be run over the new area to help define the 
northeasterly extension of conductors A and B. For geological pur 
poses and to give some data on persistence of the graphite to the 
southwest it would be advisable to survey the lake sections next win 
ter* this time with a 200 m coil separation.

Lines 22+00 E to 26+00 E should also be run with a 200 m cable to 
explore for the possible extension of Conductor B through this sec 
tion at depth .



ID f x f l o r f t h p t- o u t h w t? fc t extension of Conductor C the grid t h o u l d 
be continued at least another 1DDD m and run with both methods.

As- the geo l DO i co l mapping program proceeds there w i l likely be
other areas of the pendant that has some graphitic potential. A? 
t h e E' e a r P re ve ei l e d in the mapping they should be covered by e 
suitable grid and surveyed with the EM and* it the magnetometer does 
prove to b)e efficaceoutj with that as well.

Dav id L. Brown
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Summary of Work Performance and Dlttributlon of Creditt
Total Work Diyi Cr. claimed

for Performence of the following 
work. (Check one only)

Q Manual Work

Q Shaft Sinking Drifting or 
other Leteral Work.

[^Compressed Air, other 
Power driven or 
mechanical equip.

Q Power Stripping

n Diamond or other Core 
drilling

f"} Lend Survey

All the work was performed on Mining Clalm(s):

Required Information eg: type of equipment, Names, Addresses, etc. (See Table Below)

Holder or Agent (Signature)

Certification Verifying Report of Work
1 hereby certify that 1 have a personal and intimate knowledge of the facts set forth in the Report of Work annexed hereto, having performed the work 
or witnessed same during and/or after its completion and the annexed report is true.

Name and Postal Address of Person Certifying

Table of Information/Attachi

Type of Work

Manual Work

Shaft Sinking, Drifting or 
other Lateral Work

Compressed air, other power 
driven or mechanical equip.

Power Stripping

Diamond or other core 
drilling

Land Survey

1

nentrRequjirep,bftt.(te MiriTrigHtcorder C^ y

Spefelfi^rrtforrftWon per type

! bQ J1:B2^^1

V(5!ftifeij^i*l'?-!li2i.t?j4i5ie

Type of equipment end amount expended. 
Note: Proof of actual cost must be eubmitted 
within 30 days of recording.

Signed core log showing; footage, diameter of 
core, number and angles of holes.

Name end eddress of Ontario land eurveyer.

Other information (Common to 2 or more types)

Names and addresses of men who performed 
manual work/operated equipment, together 
with dates end hours of employment.

Names and addresses of owner or operator 
together with dates when drilling/strippingdon' 8?^"6*2f)

Nil

Attachments

Work Sketch: these 
are required to show 
the location and 
extent of work In 
relation to the 
nearest claim post.

Work Sketch (as 
above) In duplicate

Nil
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